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Summary. The importance of socio-economic factors such as education, income, religion,
family structure and residence in explaining the increased risk of mortality among
vulnerable populations aged less than 20 years in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil were investigated,
based on data from the 1991 Brazilian Demographic Census for a sample of 121,060 women
aged 15 to 49 who reside in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Two alternative statistical methods are
used to calculate the risk of death. The first method adopted is the widely-used Brass
method. The second method is a case-control study. Together, the indirect estimates (which
assess population risks) and the case control study (which assess individual risks) are used to
investigate the probability of death among vulnerable populations. The study also focuses on
the importance of indicators of human and social capital, the lack of which may explain the
higher risk of death among children and adolescents. The lack of education plays a major
role as a determinant of mortality at young ages. Residence in a favela (shantytown),
families in which mothers are the head of the family, and a lower median level of income are
also significant determinants of mortality among vulnerable populations in Brazil. Religion
is not found to be as important a predictor.

Introduction

A feature of contemporary urban demographic experience in the developing world is surplus
mortality among children and adolescents who live in disadvantaged areas of large cities. The
increased risk of mortality among populations aged less than 20 years is particularly prominent
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (Wood and Carvalho, 1994; Arieira and Haynes 2001; Formiga et al.
2001; Monteiro, 2001). Populations are typically categorised as ‘vulnerable’ in areas where they
are made vulnerable by social conditions. For children and adolescents in the age group 5 to 19
years in Brazil, 75% of deaths are violent and can be attributed to unnatural causes such as
accidents, homicides and suicides (Monteiro 2001).  It is important to ascertain to what extent
this increased risk of mortality can be explained by socio-economic factors such as education,
income, religion, family structure and region of residence. This study investigates this question
using demographic data from the Brazilian Census of 1991 for a sample of 121,060 women who
reside in Rio de Janeiro. Two alternative methods are used  to calculate the risk of death. The
first method used is indirect techniques of mortality estimation based on the Brass method. This
method of estimating the risk of death is contrasted with the epidemiological technique of a case-
control study in which deaths in particular categories are compared with control samples to
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establish differences in the associated socio-economic conditions; analysis by relative risk
methods then gives estimates of these differentials (Brass, 1979). The literature that has analysed
this issue in recent decades has focused primarily on income, education and the associated risk of
child mortality (Caldwell, 1979; Caldwell and McDonald, 1981; Carvalho and Wood, 1978;
UNICEF, 1996), and the mortality of vulnerable populations in Brazil (Fernandes, 1984;
Monteiro, 1990; Wood and Carvalho, 1994; Paim et al. 1997; Arieira and Haynes 2001; Formiga
et al.  2001; Monteiro, 2001) In the present analysis in addition to these factors, other influences
such as the lack of social capital are also included, which are measured by family structure,
favela (shantytown) or non-favela residence, and the role of religion (Dasgupta and Serageldin
2001). The analysis undertaken estimates first through indirect methods, the risk of child and
adolescent mortality for those aged less than 20 years, according to family income per capita,
maternal education, structure of family, place of residence and religion in the municipality of Rio
de Janeiro. Secondly, a child mortality indicator is constructued that uses the proportion of young
mothers (15 to 29 years) that have lost at least one child born alive, and evaluates the relative
importance of each factor - family income per capita, maternal education, structure of family,
place of residence and religion - on the risk of child and adolescent mortality by conducting a
case-control study and then by undertaking multivariate statistical analysis using logistic
regression (LOGIT) techniques. On the basis of these analyses considered collectively, it is
possible to make cautious suggestions for economic and social policies to decrease the risk of
child and adolesent mortality among vulnerable populations in Brazil.

‘Vulnerable’ populations are defined as populations who are less able than others to safeguard
their own needs and interests due to their financial circumstances, place of residence, health, age,
physical, functional or cognitive status or other personal characteristics such as race, ethnicity or
sex. This includes, but is not limited to the street-dwelling poor and their counterparts in shelters,
migrant workers, substance abusers, orphans and other street children, refugees, youths trapped
in forms of exploitation, and other victims of abuse (Cohen 2001). In some cultures the most
vulnerable may simply be widows or high parity daughters. (Preston and Mari Bhat 1984; Das
Gupta 1997). Mortality influences parental investments in education and child health
(Montgomery 1996). Child mortality also engenders other effects including the insurance effect,
the lactation-interruption effect, the child-survival and child-replacement hypotheses, also
termed a ‘behavioural replacement effect’ (Scrimshaw 1978; Preston 1978, Montgomery 1996).
This implies that if the perception that the likelihood of survival is improved, then the actual risk
might also be affected. There is also evident a changing age pattern of risk, which goes from the
relatively high-risk period of infancy to the post-infancy period; Preston (1980) argued that risks
faced by children and adolescents even in high-mortality environments, are low. In Brazil
however, the pattern of this risk of death is quite different to many other developing societies,
and is in fact high even much after infancy (Arieira and Haynes 2001; Formiga et al.  2001).
High mortality environments like Brazil also exhibit considerable local variation in mortality
(Monteiro 2001).

The risk of death in vulnerable populations may be related to (the lack of) social and human
capital among them. This is particularly important in Latin America where high mortality is
influenced by significant perceptions about the risk of death communicated by families that live
in close proximity. The impact of socio-economic variables on children’s well-being in the
context of schooling, earnings and family structure was investigated by Coleman (1966, 1988,
1991) and by Astone (1991). In these ‘rational choice’ models, investments in human capital and
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trust networks influences child survival (Arieira and Haynes 2001; Fukuyama, 1995). Various
measures of human and financial capital are used in these models: parents’ education and
occupations, parent’s income, number of children and their years of schooling. Of all of these
variables in Brazil, children’s education is found to be the most important, as is parent’s
education (Arieira and Haynes, 2001). Education is important because if social networks are
heterogeneous, then through schooling women absorb facts about changes in the likelihood of
survival: they would both be more attentive to health-care messages and believe that mortality is
controllable. Caldwell and McDonald (1981) suggest three factors which account for why a
better educated mother can improve the survival conditions of her children: first, educated
mothers are more likely to break with tradition or become less "fatalistic" about illness, adopting
many of the available alternatives in child care and therapeutics without imposing extra costs on
the household.  Secondly, an educated mother is more capable of demanding the attention of
doctors and nurses. Thirdly, the traditional balance of familial relationships that can be
potentially harmful to a child’s health can be greatly altered if the mother is educated. In the
specific context of the favelas (shantytowns) of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil this knowledge can
permeate from the more educated to the less educated, due to the residential structure in which
communities are not ghettoised by income.

Preliminary data released from the 2000 Brazilian Census, show that between 1991 and 2000, the
population of Brazil has grown by about 22.7 million, or by 15% to 169, 590, 693 (Neves, 2001).
It is estimated that in 1996, 78% of the Brazilian population lived in urban areas. South-east
Brazil is the most developed part of the country and Rio de Janeiro has seen repeated and
continuous social conflict, with particularly high mortality rates among adolescent groups.
Between 1981 and 1999, life expectancy in Rio increased by 11%. But the increase would have
proceeded faster if it were not for the city’s many incidents of violence. Qualitative evidence
shows that on average, about 4000 murders take place in Rio each year, of which most occur in
the favelas (Vincent, 1993). The victims are almost invariably those involved in the drug trade,
which also has significant implications for mortality among populations in the age group 15-19
because local youth often work in the favelas as drug couriers (Vincent, 1993). Inequality is
rampant within Brazil’s major cities: it is estimated that residents from the rural area of Santa
Cruz in Rio de Janeiro (which scored 0.51 on a United Nations calculated Human Development
Index) will take 101 years at the present rate to reach a comparable living standard to those
living in the more affluent Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas neighbourhood (which scored an HDI rank
of 0.90) (PNUD 1998, Neves 2001).

The favela2 is ubiquitous in Rio. The first large one was started in 1897 by the wives of army
recruits from the state of Bahia, and was called Morro da Favela. The onset of rapid
‘ favelization’ occurred in Rio de Janeiro following the 1888 law liberating the slaves and the
rapid migration of ‘Nordestinos’ from north-east Brazil in search of work from the 1940s and
increasing in the 1970s and 1980s.3 The 1991 Census reveals that in all of Rio, the population of
the favelas collectively have increased to 962,793 residents spread over 573 shantytowns.
                                                          
2 The word ‘favela’ refers to a species of plant common to northeast Brazil, from where many of the original
residents of the favelas who migrated in the 1940s trace their origins.
3 An indication of the rapidity with which the favelas grew is seen in the example of  the favela Morro da
Providência. This favela had about 100 shacks at the beginning of the 20th century; by 1991 this had increased to
727 shacks. This favela has also gained particular notoriety since the late 1960s, as it has seen many instances of
drug-related violence.
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Moreover from 1980 to 1991, compared to 8% increase in the rate of growth of population in the
city of Rio de Janeiro as a whole, the rate of increase among the favelados was of the order of
35% (Espinoza 1997). The favelas illustrate curious paradoxes: for example, favela Rocinha has
both one of the worst records for drug trafficking and violent crimes related to drugs, and also
the reputation of being a secure place to live for low-income populations, and a model of public
administration (Vincent, 1993). Residents of the favelas also have less effective access to state
legal services, including legal means of dispute resolution; drug gangs are frequently called upon
to settle disputes (Neves, 2001). The structure of the favelas and the way in which they influence
household activity therefore may have very significant implications for child and adolescent
mortality in Rio de Janeiro.

In summary therefore, it is necessary to examine both indicators of human capital (such as access
to education) and indicators of social capital (through networks of family structure and favela-
residence) in order to investigate whether any of these factors exert an impact on the risk of child
and adolescent mortality among vulnerable populations in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Data and Methods

The 1991 Brazilian Census data used were 121,060 women aged 15-49 who reside in the city of
Rio de Janeiro. This sample was selected from the Demographic Census Sample, which
constitutes 10 % of the population in 1991 for the Municipality of Rio de Janeiro (IBGE, 1998).
The variables calculated from the 1991 Census data used in this study are: women categorised in
5-year age groups (from15-19 up until 45-49); children born alive, and children surviving
grouped by the age of the mother. These are categorised according to family income per capita,
the level of mother’s education, the place of dwelling, the structure of the family (whether or not
the woman is the head of the family) and religion, grouped into 6 categories that represent
numerically large religious denominations in Brazil, namely the Catholics, Traditional
Protestants, Pentecostal Protestants, Mediunics, atheists and others.

In order to examine the impact of socio-economic factors on the risk of child and adolescent
mortality, the analysis conducted adopted two techniques: first, indirect estimates of the
probability of death at young ages (q0, 4q1 and q20) was calculated. For the indirect estimates
data on 121, 060 women aged 15-49 are used. Second, a case control-study of the proportion of
mothers who have at least one child not surviving, grouped according to the age of the mother,
was also conducted. For the case-control analysis, data on 73, 053 women aged 15-49 that have
at least one child born alive are used.

The impact of human capital investment is measured in terms of the number of years of
education for mothers aged 15 to 49 who had a child born alive. For the purpose of calculating
the indirect estimates, monthly family income per capita and maternal education have been
clustered into one variable with two categories: the category ‘poor’ represents the most
vulnerable populations i.e. those populations which fall below the median level of income and
education.  A second category, ‘rich’, comprises the population that lies above the median level
of income and education, and denotes a less vulnerable population.
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One group of social researchers have emphasised social disorganisation as the primary cause of
violent behaviour among children, particularly when the family has a paternal figure absent
(Merton, 1938). In order to take this factor into account in the analysis,  family type was
classified for comparative purposes into two categories: first, those households in which mothers
are the head of the family; and second, those households in which mothers are not the head of the
family.

Residence in the shantytowns of Rio de Janeiro, as discussed above, could significantly affect the
level of mortality among the very young. In order to measure whether or not this factor was
significant, for the whole municipality the sample was divided by place of residence into two
categories, in order to obtain a measure of the difference in the risk of mortality between those
living in the ‘favela’ (shantytowns) and those dwelling in the ‘normal’ districts. As discussed
above, a favela is a special agglomerate of census tracts associated with shanty areas. Those
households which were not located in a favela are classified as a normal agglomerate in the 1991
Census.

Religion may also have an impact on the risk of mortality in that adherence to certain religions
and religious norms may ensure that some adolescents are less likely to engage in illegal activity.
Alternatively, some religious groups might have better access to education or income which may
account for differences in demographic behaviour between them, as has been argued in studies of
other countries such as India (Iyer, 2002). In the analysis conducted here, there were 6 religious
groups considered: Catholics, Traditional Protestants, Pentecostal Protestants, Mediunic, atheists
and others (which acted as the residual category).

The technique for calculating the indirect estimates of mortality used are as described in Brass
and Coale (1968), and also in other studies (Brass, 1975; Coale and Trussell, 1978; Feeny, 1980;
Palloni and  Heligman, 1985; Shryock and Siegel, 1976; Sullivan, 1972; Trussell, 1975;United
Nations, 1983). As is also widely-used in these studies, the mortality ratio is calculated as a ratio
of the difference between children ever born and children surviving:

Mortality Ratio  =  Children ever born - Children surviving
                                    Children ever born

The indirect estimates of early-age mortality are contrasted with a case-control study of
mortality behaviour for this sample population. The indirect estimates of mortality measure
risk at an aggregate level – in essence they are estimates of population risk. By contrast, the
case-control study measures mortality risk at the level of the individual. In order to assess
the risk of death, we define the ‘cases’ as those mothers, aged 15 to 29 years, who have lost
at least one child. We define the ‘controls’ as mothers of the same age group who have had
children born alive, and for whom all children are still alive. Defining the control in this way
implies that the number of children born alive is equal to the number of children surviving
on the date at which the Census of 1991 was held in the Municipality of Rio de Janeiro. For
the case-control study, there were 73, 053 women aged 15-49 years who had at least one
child born alive, compared to 48, 007 women who had no child born alive. In keeping with
the theoretical arguments (outlined above), we investigate the impact of exposure to the
following factors on the risk of death: monthly nominal family income per capita, education
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measured by the number of years of the mother’s education, households in which mothers
are the head of family, and religion measured by religious affiliation.

As the number of cases is small compared with the number of controls, we assume that the
odds ratio is also the ‘approximate relative risk’, as is customary practice in case-control
studies  (Anderson et al.1980; Armitage, 1971; Breslow and Day, 1980; Monteiro, 1990;
Schlesselman, 1982). The statistical significance of the association of a risk factor with an
infant mortality differential is calculated by means of confidence limits for the relative risk,
and tested at the 95% level of significance. The null hypothesis is that the relative risk is
XQLW\� �+R�� UHODWLYH� ULVN�  � ��� ZLWK� .�  � ������� 7KH� DQDO\VLV� RI� WKH� FDVH�FRQWURO� VWXG\� LV

undertaken by a statistical analysis of logistic models, using the generalised linear
interactive modelling system, GLIM (Royal Statistical Society, 1984).   The logistic model,
derived from the logit transformation, y =logit p=log[p /( 1-p )], has frequently been
adapted to case-control studies  in which p is the proportion of cases, and 1-p  the proportion
of controls (Armitage 1971; Cox 1970; Everitt 1977; Fienberg 1977; Anderson et al. 1980;
Breslow and Day 1980; Schlesselman 1982; McCullagh and Nelder 1983).

The logistic model is expanded to incorporate several factors. One is the risk factor under
study (the exposure factor) and the others are potential confounding factors. This expansion
of the logistic regression can be represented by the linear prediction:

Logit probability (y given x) = . + �. x + � (i). c(i)

where c(i) are the coefficients of potential ‘confounding’ factors i.e those extraneous variables
that are associated with the study exposure but are not a consequence of that exposure
(Schlesselman 1980; Miettinen 1974; Breslow & Day  1980). The logistic analysis is conducted
on the whole sample (women aged 15-49), on a younger age cohort of mothers (women aged 15-
29), and on an older cohort of mothers (women aged 40-49).

Results

As discussed above, we define a population as ‘poor’ or vulnerable to low income and poor
maternal education  if it resides both below the median of nominal family income per capita and
below the median of maternal education. A population is defined as not vulnerable  (or ‘rich’), if
it lies above the median of nominal family income per capita and also above the median of
maternal education.  The probability of dying before age x (x<20) when the household is
vulnerable both to low family income and to low levels of maternal education, is considered for
three characteristics that may have relevance for vulnerable populations in Rio de Janeiro – the
area of dwelling, family structure, and religion.

Indirect estimates by area of dwelling

In Figure 1, the gradient shows the level of vulnerability (qx). Figure 1 shows that a child who
was from a poor family living in a favela is 4 times more likely to have a higher risk of mortality
than one who is rich and not living in a favela. The only exception are those who are rich and
living in favelas, but this is probably due to the very small size of this particular subset of the
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sample. However, if we compare the poor living in a favela with the poor not living in them,
most of the difference in mortality can be attributed to whether or not the child is living in a
favela. This implies that there is an additional impact of living in a favela that exerts an influence
on the risk of mortality even after the level of income is stratified and accounted for. This
‘ favela-effect’ suggests that this unique form of social organisation in Rio de Janeiro, is
important in influencing the risk of mortality, a factor that is important independently of the level
of poverty.

Figure 1. Indirect estimates by area of dwelling

Indirect estimates by family structure

As discussed above, family structure might constitute an important social network in Brazil that
has relevance for the risk of mortality. Figure 2 provides indirect estimates of mortality stratified
by whether the mother is the head of the family. These estimates show that the ‘poor’ are subject
to a consistently higher mortality risk for those families in which the mother is the household
head, compared to the rich in which the mother is not the household head. If we examine poor
families only, comparing families in which mothers are the household head with those who are
not, it is clear again that if the mother is the head of the household, then this increases the risk of
mortality for children. The situation for the rich is however not as clear-cut: if the family is rich,
then whether or not the mother is the household head appears not to be a problem; it is only
when the household is poor that this effect is significant. These estimates show therefore that
low-income vulnerable populations are particularly susceptible to a higher risk of mortality if
mothers are the head of the household.
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Figure 2. Indirect estimates in which mothers head the household

Indirect estimates by religious affiliation

A key social network that has relevance for demography is religion (Iyer 2002). Table 1 and
Figure 3 show the impact of religious affiliation on the risk of mortality in the Rio de Janeiro
sample. In the sample, over 70% of respondents in the sample are Catholic. The findings show
that religion is an important factor for Pentecostal Protestants who are poor, and significantly
influences their risk of mortality. This result also holds for the rich, but the different q5s are
more dramatic for the poor. For the atheists the results are not consistent, probably on account of
the fact that many of the atheist respondents are younger, and are thus perhaps less influenced by
the content of religion. For the Mediunics, q5 is higher. On balance therefore, we can conclude
that the effect of religion on the risk of mortality is not as important for the rich as it is for the
poor. It is possible to speculate that this might be on account of various anthropological factors
such as a greater tendency among the poor to attribute death to divine intervention, the greater
misintepretation of the cause of disease among the poor than among the rich, and the greater
accessibility of medical care for the rich; hence their ability to take better precautions to avoid
disease, and so forth.

Age x 1 2 3 5 10 15 20
not head 0,028 0,035 0,037 0,047 0,058 0,078 0,091
head 0,008 0,043 0,047 0,061 0,079 0,095 0,118
not head 0,000 0,021 0,022 0,020 0,025 0,028 0,038
head 0,000 0,015 0,008 0,021 0,035 0,049 0,039rich
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Table 1. Indirect estimates by religion

Figure 3. Indirect estimates by religion

Probability of dying before ages 5 and 20 according to religion for the "poor" and the "rich"
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In summary therefore, the indirect estimates of mortality show that if the family lived in a favela,
was primarily female-headed, or belonged to the Pentecostal Protestant denomination, the risk of
mortality for its vulnerable members (children and adolescents) would be higher than for
families that did not share these characteristics.

Case-control study results

For women aged 15-49 without controlling for other factors, as shown in Figure 4, the odds ratio
shows a large statistically significant disparity between women with an education compared to
those who did not have one. The change is not as dramatic for differences between households at
lower versus higher incomes. When other factors are not controlled for, for those residing in
favelas, and for those families in which mothers are the household head, there is a significantly
higher risk of mortality.  As with the indirect estimates, only one religious group showed a
significantly higher risk of mortality and that was the Pentecostal Protestants.

Figure 4. Estimate of the Odds Ratio for women aged 15-49 without controlling for other
factors

When different factors are controlled for in a logistic model, as shown in Figure 5, the number of
factors that cause vulnerability are decreased. Residence in a favela continues to be significant
for higher mortality. Three out of the four levels of education are important for the risk of
mortality. Families at the lowest level of income are also likely to display a significantly higher
risk of mortality than those at higher income levels. When  the effect of other socio-economic

Estimate of a 95% confidence interval of Odds Ratio without controlling  for income, maternal 
education, area of dwelling,  family structure and religion
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factors are controlled for, the behaviour of different religious groups are not significantly
different from each other.

Figure 5. Estimate of the Odds Ratio for women aged 15-49, controlling for other factors

Next, the risk of mortality is considered by dividing the sample of mothers into younger (15-29)
and older (40-49) age groups in order better to understand the interaction between socio-
economic factors and mortality risks.

Restricting the sample to younger women aged 15-29
For younger women aged 15 to 29, as shown in Figure 6, without controlling for education and
income, living in a favela is found important and significant for affecting the risk of mortality.
The mother being the household head is at the limit of not being significant. If a household was
located in the lowest income quartile, this is associated with a significantly higher risk of
mortality. There are no significant differences in mortality risks by religion.
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Figure 6. Estimate of Odds Ratio for women aged 15-29 without controlling for other
factors

However, as shown in Figure 7, for women aged 15-29, a logistic model estimated with first-
order interactions and an adjustment chi probability of 0.89, shows that living in a favela and
female-headed households are significant at the 95% level for increasing the risk of mortality
(even after controlling for the effects of other socio-economic factors). All levels of education
are also significant in their ability to affect the risk of mortality. Education thus appears to play a
critical role in explaining the risk of infant mortality among these younger women in the sample.
Religion again is unimportant for these younger age cohorts, possibly because religious
differences are counteracted by the influence of education. The effect of the lowest quartile of
income is also found not to be statistically significant.

Figure 7. Estimate of Odds Ratio for women aged 15-29 controlling for other factors
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Restricting the sample to older women aged 40-49

For older women, child survival is more complex as it is influenced by three components: child
mortality over the long-term, recent child mortality and recent adolescent mortality. Figure 8
depicts the risk of mortality for the children of older women aged 40-49 without controlling for
the effects of other factors.

Figure 8. Estimate of Odds Ratio for women aged 40-49 without controlling for other
factors

If the household was located in a favela, this increased the relative risk of mortality by 2.65. If
older women are the head of the family, this also increases the risk of mortality. The main
difference between younger and older mothers is that with the older age groups, we are now
considering mainly the risk of mortality among adolescents. And if the mother is the head of the
family in this situation, this represents a significant additional risk to the child. As also shown in
Figure 8, education is important for mortality, as is income and membership of the Pentecostal
Church.
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shown in Figure 9, depicted poor goodness of fit as represented by a chi probability of 0.06 and
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different mortality experiences, as discussed above. As is expected, this model does not have
very great predictive power, illustrating again why it was necessary to conduct the analysis both
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on the whole sample (women aged 15-49) and on the younger age cohort of mothers (women
aged 15-29).

Figure 9. Estimate of Odds Ratio for women aged 40-49 controlling for other factors
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other factors also hypothesised to affect mortality. The case control study and logistic analysis
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the determinants of a child’s risk of immature death for mothers in different age groups.
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The results show that the role of human capital in the form of education is very significant in
explaining mortality especially at very young ages. The indirect estimates showed that if
households had low levels of maternal education, then the effects of favela-residence and
mothers acting as household heads, significantly compounded the risk of mortality for children.
For women aged 15-49 without controlling for other factors, the odds ratio shows a large
statistically significant disparity between women with an education compared to those who did
not have one. When different factors are controlled for in a logistic model, three out of the four
levels of education are important for the risk of mortality. Education also plays a critical role in
explaining the risk of infant mortality for younger women aged 15-29 in the sample. The case
control analysis thus showed that a higher median level of education lowers the risk of immature
death.

The study also measured the effect of access to social capital among vulnerable populations in
terms of whether or not the family lived in a favela, and whether or not the mother was the
household head.  Some of these other factors were found to significantly increase the risk of
mortality. A child who was from a poor family living in a favela was 4 times more likely to have
a higher risk of mortality than one who is rich and not living in a favela. There is an impact of
living in a favela that exerts an influence on the risk of mortality even after the level of income is
stratified and accounted for. This ‘favela-effect’ suggests that this unique form of social
organisation in Rio de Janeiro is important in influencing the risk of mortality, a factor that is
important independently of the level of poverty. The case-control estimates and logistic
regression analysis for women aged 15-29, and also for the restricted samples of women aged
15-29 and 40-49 respectively showed that residence in a favela significantly increased the risk of
mortality even after controlling for the influence of other factors.

The indirect estimates also show that the ‘poor’ are subject to a consistently higher mortality risk
for those families in which the mother is the household head, compared to the rich in which the
mother is not the household head; this effect is also particularly significant even after controlling
for the level of income. When other factors are not controlled for, for those families in which
mothers are the household head, there is a significantly higher risk of mortality.When other
factors are controlled for, the effect of female headship remains significant.

If the family possessed low-income, this significantly reinforced the impact of all of the
charcteristics discussed above ie the effect of favela-residence or female headship on the risk of
mortality was most particularly acute for poorer households than for richer ones. Families at the
lowest level of income are also likely to display a significantly higher risk of mortality than those
at higher income levels. For women aged 15-29, if a household was located in the lowest income
quartile, this is associated with a significantly higher risk of mortality. However after controlling
for the influence of other factors, the effect of income was not as important as the influence of
other variables such as education.

The results show that religion is not as important a factor in influencing the risk of mortality in
this sample. The indirect estimates show that religion is important for Pentecostal Protestants
who are poor, and significantly influences their risk of mortality, but even for this group the
effect of religion on the risk of mortality is not as important for the rich as it is for the poor. As
with the indirect estimates, the case control estimates also showed that only one religious group
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showed a significantly higher risk of mortality and that was the Pentecostal Protestants.
However, when  the effect of other socio-economic factors are controlled for, the behaviour of
different religious groups are not significantly different from each other. Estimating the model on
the restricted samples showed that while religion was an insignificant determinant of child
mortality among younger mothers aged 15-29, it exercised an influence for older mothers who
were also Pentacostal Protestants aged 40-49, before controlling for the influence of other
factors. However, after taking other factors into account, the influence of religion was
insignificant illustrating that the preliminary significance of religion was probably on account of
the fact that it may also act as a proxy for  other economic differences between groups such as
education.

The analysis and the results promote our knowledge about immature death in large cities such as
Rio de Janeiro in Brazil in a number of respects. First, we argue that the risk of mortality among
vulnerable populations in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, is significantly influenced by a range of socio-
economic factors that are important both for mortality risk at the individual and at the population
level. Secondly, the findings from this study suggest a framework in which mortality differences
can be investigated for this region. Thirdly, there are significant implications for population
policies in poor countries because the results provide guidance for how to reduce the risk of high
mortality among vulnerable populations. These results suggest that in cities such as  Rio de
Janeiro, education needs to be targeted, specifically in order to improve the living conditions of
favela-residents. This is all the more acute for female-headed households which are also subject
to greater vulnerability. On balance therefore, this study shows that the surplus mortality found
among children and adolescents in disadvantaged areas in large cities in the developing world
will diminish only if the significant economic inequalities that persist in these regions are
reduced.
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